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Introduction

Earth‘s rotation is non uniform and given in terms of Earth

Orientation Parameters (EOP). The precession-nutation model

adopted by IAU integrates the effect of geophysical

phenomena. However, the wobble of axis motion can be

measured by VLBI and termed as celestial pole offsets (CPO).

The reason can be due to free core nutation (FCN). FCN is a

retrograde motion due to misalignment of rotation axes of the

mantle and the core. The IAU model needs to be complemented

with the FCN model, otherwise residuals of Celestial

Intermediate Pole (CIP) would be large (~400µas)1. This poster

answers two questions in regard to effect of FCN model on EOP.

▪ Is there any effect of FCN model on EOP?

▪ How it effects the EOP obtained from legacy (S/X) and

VGOS instruments?

Results and Discussion

Data

The VLBI nutation time series contains the FCN components,

along with other astronomical components. The contribution of

the FCN to the CPO can be computed by;

𝑋𝐹𝐶𝑁 = 𝐴𝐶 cos 𝜎𝐹𝐶𝑁 𝑡 − 𝐴𝑆 sin 𝜎𝐹𝐶𝑁 𝑡 𝑋 = 𝑋𝐹𝐶𝑁 + 𝑋0

𝑌𝐹𝐶𝑁 = 𝐴𝑆 cos 𝜎𝐹𝐶𝑁 𝑡 − 𝐴𝐶 sin 𝜎𝐹𝐶𝑁 𝑡 Y = 𝑌𝐹𝐶𝑁 + 𝑌0

To test the impact, modified empirical FCN model [X and Y] (Fig

1) is used in CPO with a sliding window of 400 days1.

Fig 1. Comparison of CPO between IERS Bulletin A and modified FCN model.

Fig 2. Distribution of VGOS network (2017 - 2022). SX sessions contain network with

more than 15 stations, situated all over the Earth.

We have estimated Earth Rotation Parameters (ERP) from 24 hr

and Intensive sessions between 2001 – 2022 in VieVS using

apriori EOP values obtained from IERS Bulletin A and replacing

the CPO obtained from the modified FCN model. We compared

the ERP obtained from both the solutions against IERS Bulletin

A. The model is also implemented on the SX and VGOS

sessions between 2017 – 2022 (Fig 2).

Methodology

Conclusion

▪ UT1-UTC doesn‘t change after implementing modified FCN model, both in 24 hr and intensive sessions.

▪ PM shows slight variation using FCN model.

▪ While comparing SX and VGOS, no significant difference is observed for UT1-UTC, except PM.
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A. Effect of FCN model on ERP (24hr sessions)

While comparing ΔUT1, it is observed that WRMS of modified

FCN model is negligibly higher (~0.5µs) than standard solution.

However, PM has slight variation, but opposite in nature. xp

shows high WRMS value (~10µas) for the modified FCN model,

whereas yp shows high value for the standard solution. The

magnitude of the difference for xp and yp remains same.

Fig 3. Comparison of WRMS value w.r.t IERS Bulletin A.

B. Effect of FCN model on UT1-UTC (Intensive sessions)

Fig 4. ΔUT1 estimated from standard solution (blue) and modified

FCN model (red).

Fig 5. Comparison of standard solution and modified FCN model

against IERS Bulletin A.

ΔUT1 estimated from intensive sessions does not have any effect of modified FCN model. Weighted Mean for the

standard solution is higher than modified FCN model by ~30µs (Fig 4), whereas WRMS value against IERS

Bulletin A for both solution doesn’t have much variation (Fig 5).

C. Comparison of ERP obtained from SX and VGOS 24 hr sessions

ΔUT1 doesn’t show any significant variation.

However, for PM, VGOS shows high WRMS value than

SX sessions for standard and modified FCN model

due to heterogenous and limited number of stations.

On the other hand, modified FCN model has less

WRMS value for SX sessions (Fig 6).
Fig 6. WRMS value of SX and VGOS session with standard and modified

FCN model w.r.t IERS Bulletin A.

Fig 7. Distribution of SX & VG session shown as violin plot, and the difference of each

session is shown as strip plot. Yellow shows the mean of the difference.

Distribution in SX is smaller than VG for

both the scenario, which signifies that

VG sessions varies more w.r.t to IERS

Bulletin A. Fig 7 also shows that SX

sessions shows normal distribution,

which means that the differences are

not large. xp shows less and yp shows

similar distribution for SX and VGOS

sessions in standard and modified FCN

model.
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